A “BIG APPLE” TO PICK NOW
AN ILLUSTRIOUS GUEST: ROBERTO BENIGNI

Starhotels New York for a dream lasting four nights (but costing only three)

The “Big Apple” is waiting to be picked. Starhotels is offering the chance to spend four
nights in New York and pay only three, to soak up the city’s atmosphere in one of its
most exclusive hotels, The Michelangelo (152 West, 51st Street), ranked by the magazine
Travel & Leisure as one of the "500 best hotels in the world " and also in Condé Nast
Traveller’s “Gold List” as “best place in the world to stay”.
Starhotels thus opens up the doors to Manhattan for everyone, with solutions enabling two
people to spend four nights for the price of three in an exclusive executive room. And
as if this weren’t enough, the offer includes a special “city card”, valid for six days, to visit
some of the most famous tourist attractions, such as the Museum of Modern Art (recently
renovated), the Metropolitan Museum, the Empire State Building, the Guggenheim
Museum and the Natural History Museum (including the “Rose Center for Earth & Space”,
the world’s most famous planetarium), and enjoy a 2-hour boat trip in the bay for two
people. The package is rounded off by a “Buon Dì Caffè” Italian breakfast served in the
elegant Lobby, limousine service for Wall Street, an exclusive bag with a map of New York
and a camera, two logo T-shirts, a fitness centre and room-delivered newspapers. The
prices are $ 495.00 a night, or – for four nights - $ 1,485.00 (excluding taxes) with one
night free of charge.
Arriving at The Michelangelo is like entering the “Old World” whilst being at the centre of
the modern world, an experience those capable of “picking the Big Apple” will certainly
appreciate.

Roberto Benigni at The Michelangelo, New York

Reservations:
Reservation Center Starhotels: 00800 0022 0011 – reservations@starhotels.it
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